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• Easy-to-read and concise guide for presenting oral arguments
• Learn how to persuade a court and master the art of improvising and making last-minute judgment calls
• New edition updates language and technical advances from the past two decades
• Perfect for law students and new lawyers!

About The Little Book on Oral Argument, 2nd Edition

The Little Book on Oral Argument, Second Edition is a reader-friendly guide to oral argument for law students and new lawyers, designed to introduce and cover its subject in a simple and entertaining, yet comprehensive, way. It focuses on how to argue a case before an appellate court. Additionally, it contains chapters on such topics as style, substance, structure, questions, and rebuttal to explain effective approaches to this peculiar form of conversation. More profoundly, it delves into the core theme of oral argument—how one interacts with one's audience. Judges can interrupt with questions, cut a person off, or force a lawyer to move on.

Each oral argument is different, requiring one to make moment-to-moment adjustments to fit the situation and the judges. To make these adjustments intelligently, there is a need for more than mechanical rules. There is also a need to understand the psychology of persuasion.
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